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Abstract
The Newton method is one of the most powerful tools used to solve systems
of nonlinear equations. Its set-valued generalization, considered in this work,
allows one to solve also nonlinear equations with geometric constraints and
systems of inequalities in a uniﬁed manner. The emphasis is given to systems
of linear inequalities. The study of the well-posedness of the algorithm and
of its convergence is fulﬁlled in the framework of modern variational analysis.
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1. Introduction
The Newton method is one of the most powerful tools used to solve sys-
tems of nonlinear equations
푓(푥) = 0, (1)
where 푓 : 푅푛 → 푅푛 is a continuously diﬀerentiable map [15]. The method
generates the following sequence of points
푥푘+1 = 푥푘 + 푥¯푘, 푘 = 0, 1, . . . , (2)
where 푥¯푘 is a solution to the system of linear equations
∇푓(푥푘)푥¯푘 = −푓(푥푘). (3)
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In this paper we study Newton-type methods suitable to solve inclusions
0 ∈ 퐹 (푥), (4)
where 퐹 : 푅푛 ⇉ 푅푛 is a set-valued map. The methods generate sequences
of points (2), where 푥¯푘 is a solution to an inclusion, a generalization of
linear system (3). This generalization involves set-valued map derivatives
[2]. Namely, instead of (3) we solve an inclusion
− 푣푘 ∈ Λ(푥푘, 푣푘)(푥¯푘), (5)
where 푣푘 is a nearest to zero point belonging to the set 퐹 (푥푘), and the graph
of the set-valued map Λ(푥푘, 푣푘)(⋅) is a cone tangent in some sense to the
graph of 퐹 at the point (푥푘, 푣푘). The condition of non-singularity of the
matrix ∇푓(푥푘), essential to solve linear system (3) and to prove convergence
theorems, is substituted by the condition of metric regularity [14, 18] (see
also the survey [3]). This property in the case of linear operators goes back to
the open mapping theorem and in the case of smooth maps to the Lyusternik
theorem. It was successfully applied to justify the well-posedness and conver-
gence of the Newton method for nonsmooth equations [11]. In this paper we
show that the metric regularity of Lipschitzian set-valued maps is equivalent
to the well-posedness of a Newton method for perturbed maps.
Similar issues are discussed in [6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13] for so-called generalized
equations
푦 ∈ 푓(푥) + 퐹 (푥). (6)
For example, in [8] the equivalence of the Aubin continuity of the map (푓 +
퐹 )−1 and the existence of Newton sequences deﬁned by
푦 ∈ 푓(푥푘) +∇푓(푥푘)(푥푘+1 − 푥푘) + 퐹 (푥푘+1)
and converging to a solution of (6), is established. Note that the extension
of Newton’s method to generalized equations operates with linearization of
the smooth function 푓 while leaving 퐹 untouched. Our approach involves
”linearization” of 퐹 and is close to the one from [4], where the derivative of 퐹
is deﬁned via the Clarke tangent cone [7] and the Newton method is applied
to prove an open mapping theorem for set-valued maps. A continuous version
of Newton’s method involving set-valued map derivatives can be found in [19]
(see also [1]).
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The Newton-type method developed in this paper is a general tool suitable
to solve in a uniﬁed manner systems of nonlinear equations with geometric
constraints and systems of nonlinear inequalities (see Sec. 5). It also solves
(exactly) a generic system of linear inequalities in a ﬁnite number of iterations
(see Sec. 6).
The paper is organized in the following way. In the second section we
brieﬂy review some constructions and results from set-valued and variational
analysis. In the third section, for Lipschitzian set-valued maps, we give a
characterization of metric regularity in terms of the Newton method well-
posedness. The rate of convergence of Newton’s method for set-valued maps
is studied in Sec. 4. In the ﬁfth section we apply this method to a system of
equations and inequalities. Finally, in the last section the Newton method is
applied to a system of linear inequalities.
2. Set-valued derivatives and metric regularity
Throughout this paper we denote by 푅푛 the real 푛-dimensional space and
by ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ and ∥ ⋅ ∥ the usual inner product and Euclidean norm, respectively.
We use the notation 퐵푛 = {푥 ∈ ℝ푛 ∣ ∥푥∥ ≤ 1} for the closed unit ball in 푅푛.
The convex hull and the closure of a subset 퐶 ⊂ 푅푛 are denoted by co퐶 and
cl퐶, respectively. The distance between a point 푥 and the set 퐶 is denoted
by 푑(푥,퐶) = inf{∥푥 − 푐∥ ∣ 푐 ∈ 퐶}. The projection of a vector 푥 onto 퐶 is
deﬁned by 휋(푥,퐶) = {푐 ∈ 퐶 ∣ ∥푥 − 푐∥ = 푑(푥,퐶)}. Let 퐴 be a matrix. Its
transposed is denoted by 퐴푇 .
Recall some basic deﬁnitions from set-valued and variational analysis. Let
퐹 : 푅푛 ⇉ 푅푚 be a set-valued map. Its graph is denoted gph퐹 and is deﬁned
by
gph퐹 = {(푥, 푣) ∈ 푅푛 ×푅푚 ∣ 푣 ∈ 퐹 (푥)}.
The inverse map 퐹−1 : 푅푚 ⇉ 푅푛 is deﬁned by
퐹−1(푣) = {푥 ∈ 푅푛 ∣ (푥, 푣) ∈ gph퐹}.
We say that 퐹 is Lipschitzian if there exists 퐿 ≥ 0 such that
퐹 (푥1) ⊂ 퐹 (푥2) + 퐿∥푥1 − 푥2∥퐵푚,
for all 푥1 ∈ 푅푛 and 푥2 ∈ 푅푛. A set-valued map 퐹 is said to be locally
Lipschitzian if for any 푥 ∈ 푅푛 there exist 휖 > 0 and 퐿 > 0 such that
퐹 (푥1) ⊂ 퐹 (푥2) + 퐿∥푥1 − 푥2∥퐵푚
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for all 푥1, 푥2 ∈ 푥+ 휖퐵푛.
The contingent cone to a set 퐶 ⊂ 푅푛 at a point 푥 ∈ 퐶 is deﬁned by
푇 (푥,퐶) = {푣 ∣ lim inf
휆↓0
휆−1푑(푥+ 휆푣, 퐶) = 0}.
Denote by
푁ˆ(푥,퐶) = {푣∗ ∈ 푅푛 ∣ ⟨푣∗, 푣⟩ ≤ 0, 푣 ∈ 푇 (푥,퐶)}
the polar cone to 퐶 at 푥. If 푥 ∕∈ 퐶, we put 푁ˆ(푥,퐶) = ∅. The Mordukhovich
normal cone to 퐶 at 푥 [14, 18] is deﬁned by
푁(푥,퐶) = Limsup
푥′→푥
푁ˆ(푥′, 퐶),
where the upper limit of a set-valued map 퐹 : 푅푛 ⇉ 푅푚 is given by
Limsup
푥′→푥
퐹 (푥′) = {푣 = lim
푛→∞
푣푘 ∣ (푥푘, 푣푘) ∈ gph퐹, 푥푘 → 푥}.
The set-valued map 퐷퐹 (푥ˆ, 푣ˆ) : 푋 ⇉ 푅푚 deﬁned by
gph퐷퐹 (푥ˆ, 푣ˆ) = 푇 ((푥ˆ, 푣ˆ), gph퐹 )
is called the contingent derivative of 퐹 at the point (푥ˆ, 푣ˆ) ∈ gph퐹 [2]. In
other words 푣 ∈ 퐷퐹 (푥ˆ, 푣ˆ)(푥) if and only if (푥, 푣) ∈ 푇 ((푥ˆ, 푣ˆ), gph퐹 ). The
Mordukhovich coderivative of 퐹 at the point (푥ˆ, 푣ˆ) ∈ gph퐹 [14, 18] is deﬁned
by
퐷∗퐹 (푥ˆ, 푣ˆ)(푣∗) = {푥∗ ∈ 푅푛 ∣ (푥∗,−푣∗) ∈ 푁((푥ˆ, 푣ˆ), gph퐹 )}.
Recall the notion of metric regularity and its coderivative characteri-
zation. A set-valued map 퐹 : 푅푛 ⇉ 푅푚 is metrically regular around
(푥ˆ, 푣ˆ) ∈ gph퐹 if there exists 휖 > 0 as well as a number 휇 > 0 such that
푑(푥, 퐹−1(푣)) ≤ 휇푑(푣, 퐹 (푥)), 푥 ∈ 푥ˆ+ 휖퐵푛, 푣 ∈ 푣ˆ + 휖퐵푚.
Recall also the following coderivative characterization of the metric reg-
ularity property for set-valued maps [14, 18].
Theorem 2.1 (Mordukhovich criterion). A set-valued map 퐹 : 푅푛 ⇉ 푅푚
with closed graph is metrically regular around (푥ˆ, 푣ˆ) ∈ gph퐹 if and only if
the inclusion 0 ∈ 퐷∗퐹 (푥ˆ, 푣ˆ)(푣∗) implies that 푣∗ = 0.
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3. Newton’s method and metric regularity
In this section we show that for Lipschitzian set-valued map 퐹 : 푅푛 ⇉ 푅푚
the metric regularity can be characterized in terms of well-posedness of the
Newton method for perturbed set valued maps 퐹 (푥)− 푣˜, where the vectors
푣˜ ∈ 푅푚 have a suﬃciently small norm.
We need the following deﬁnition. We say that the Newton method for
perturbed set-valued map 퐹 is well-posed around (푥ˆ, 푣ˆ) ∈ gph퐹 with mod-
ulus 휇 if there exists 휂 > 0 such that for all 푥 ∈ 푥ˆ + 휂퐵푛 and 푣˜ ∈ 푣ˆ + 휂퐵푚
there is 푣 ∈ 휋(0, 퐹 (푥)− 푣˜) satisfying the condition
퐷퐹−1(푣 + 푣˜, 푥)(−푣) ∩ 휇∥푣∥퐵푛 ∕= ∅. (7)
This condition implies that the largest possible Newton inclusion (5) for
the perturbed map 푥 → 퐹 (푥) − 푣˜ (the generalization of Newton’s equation
(3)) has at least one solution, 푥¯, satisfying the boundedness condition 푥¯ ∈
휇퐵푛.
Now we establish the principal result of this section.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that the set-valued map 퐹 : 푅푛 ⇉ 푅푚 with closed
values is Lipschitzian with the constant 퐿퐹 > 0 in a neighbourhood of a point
푥ˆ. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. The map 퐹 is metrically regular around (푥ˆ, 푣ˆ) ∈ gph퐹 .
2. Newton’s method for perturbed set-valued map 퐹 is well-posed around
(푥ˆ, 푣ˆ) ∈ gph퐹 .
Proof. Let 퐹 be metrically regular around (푥ˆ, 푣ˆ) ∈ gph퐹 with modulus 휇.
Set 휂 = 휖/(4 + 2퐿퐹 ), where 휖 is from the deﬁnition of metric regularity.
Consider 푥 ∈ 푥ˆ+ 휂퐵푛, 푣˜ ∈ 푣ˆ + 휂퐵푚, and 푣 ∈ 휋(0, 퐹 (푥)− 푣˜). Then we have
∥푣 + 푣˜ − 푣ˆ∥ ≤ ∥푣˜ − 푣ˆ∥+ ∥푣∥ = ∥푣˜ − 푣ˆ∥+ 푑(푣˜, 퐹 (푥))
≤ 2∥푣˜ − 푣ˆ∥+ 퐿퐹∥푥− 푥ˆ∥ ≤ 휖
2
.
Condition (7) is satisﬁed due to the following lemma that is a set-valued
version of Proposition 3.2 from [11].
Lemma 3.2. If 퐹 is metrically regular around (푥ˆ, 푣ˆ) ∈ gph퐹 with modulus
휇, then
퐷퐹−1(푤, 푥)(푣¯) ∩ 휇∥푣¯∥퐵푛 ∕= ∅,
whenever 푥 ∈ 푥ˆ+ 휖
2
퐵푛, 푤 ∈
(
푣ˆ + 휖
2
퐵푚
) ∩ 퐹 (푥), and 푣¯ ∈ 푅푚.
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Proof. Consider a sequence 푡푗 ↓ 0. From the metric regularity condition we
have
푑(푥, 퐹−1(푤 + 푡푗 푣¯)) ≤ 휇푑(푤 + 푡푗 푣¯, 퐹 (푥)) ≤ 휇푡푗∥푣¯∥.
Therefore there exists a sequence
푥¯푗 ∈ 푡−1푗 (퐹−1(푤 + 푡푗 푣¯)− 푥),
satisfying the inequality
∥푥¯푗∥ ≤ 휇∥푣¯∥.
Without loss of generality 푥¯푗 converges to a vector
푥¯ ∈ 퐷퐹−1(푤, 푥)(푣¯) ∩ 휇∥푣¯∥퐵푛.
This ends the proof.
To prove that the well-posedness of Newton’s method for perturbed set-
valued maps implies the metric regularity, ﬁx 푣˜ ∈ 푅푚 and consider the
function
휌(푥) = 푑(0, 퐹 (푥)− 푣˜).
It suﬃces to show that if 휌(푥˜) > 0, 푥˜ ∈ 푥ˆ + 휂
4(1+휇+휇퐿)
퐵푛, and 푣˜ ∈ 푣ˆ +
휂
4(1+휇+휇퐿)
퐵푚, then there exists 푥
′ ∈ 퐹−1(푣˜) such that ∥푥˜ − 푥′∥ ≤ 2휇휌(푥˜).
(Here 휂 > 0 is from the deﬁnition of the well-posedness of the Newton method
for perturbed set-valued map 퐹 (푥) − 푣˜.) Indeed, if such 푥′ exists, then the
metric regularity of 퐹 follows from the inequality
푑(푥˜, 퐹−1)(푣˜) ≤ ∥푥˜− 푥′∥ ≤ 2휇휌(푥˜) = 2휇푑(푣˜, 퐹 (푥˜)).
We need some auxiliary results. The following lemma contains an esti-
mate for the lower Dini derivative of 휌(⋅) along the Newton’s direction and,
to certain extent, can be considered as a set-valued version of Proposition 3
from [5].
Lemma 3.3. Let 푣 ∈ 휋(0, 퐹 (푥)− 푣˜) and 푥¯ ∈ 퐷퐹−1(푣+ 푣˜, 푥)(−푣). Then the
inequality
lim inf
푡↓0
푡−1(휌(푥+ 푡푥¯)− 휌(푥)) ≤ −휌(푥) (8)
holds.
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Proof. Since (푥¯,−푣) ∈ 푇 ((푥, 푣+ 푣˜), gph퐹 ) and 퐹 is Lipschitzian, we see that
there exists
푝(푡) ∈ 퐹 (푥+ 푡푥¯)− (푣 + 푣˜ − 푡푣)
satisfying
lim inf
푡↓0
푡−1∥푝(푡)∥ = 0.
Observe that
휌(푥+ 푡푥¯) = 푑(0, 퐹 (푥+ 푡푥¯)− 푣˜)
≤ ∥푣 − 푡푣 + 푝(푡)∥ ≤ (1− 푡)휌(푥) + ∥푝(푡)∥.
Therefore we have
푡−1(휌(푥+ 푡푥¯)− 휌(푥)) ≤ −휌(푥) + 푡−1∥푝(푡)∥.
Since the function 휌(⋅) is Lipschitzian, we obtain (8).
Set 푥0 = 푥˜.
Lemma 3.4. Assume that 휌(푥0) > 0, 푥0 ∈ 푥ˆ + 휂
4(1+휇+휇퐿)
퐵푛, and 푣˜ ∈ 푣ˆ +
휂
4(1+휇+휇퐿)
퐵푚. Then there exists a sequence generated by the Newton method
푥푘+1 = 푥푘 + 푡푘푥¯푘, 푣푘 ∈ 휋(0, 퐹 (푥푘)− 푣˜), 푘 = 0, 1, . . . (9)
where
푥¯푘 ∈ 퐷퐹−1(푣푘 + 푣˜, 푥푘)(−푣푘) ∩ 휇∥푣푘∥퐵푛, 푡푘 > 0, (10)
such that ∥푣푘∥ > ∥푣푘+1∥, 푘 = 0, 1, . . ., and there exists the limit lim푘→∞ 푥푘 =
푥휔 satisfying the inequalities
∥푥0 − 푥휔∥ ≤ 2휇(휌(푥0)− 휌(푥휔)) (11)
and
∥푥ˆ− 푥휔∥ ≤ (1 + 2휇퐿퐹 )∥푥0 − 푥ˆ∥+ 2휇∥푣˜ − 푣ˆ∥ − 2휇휌(푥휔) < 휂. (12)
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 there exists 푡푘 > 0 such that
∥푣푘+1∥ = 휌(푥푘+1) ≤
(
1− 푡
푘
2
)
휌(푥푘) =
(
1− 푡
푘
2
)
∥푣푘∥.
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Therefore we have ∥푣푘∥ > ∥푣푘+1∥, and 푡푘∥푣푘∥ ≤ 2(∥푣푘∥ − ∥푣푘+1∥), 푘 =
0, 1, . . .. Set 휈 = lim푘→∞ ∥푣푘∥. Observe that
∥푥푘+1 − 푥푘∥ = 푡푘∥푥¯푘∥ ≤ 푡푘휇∥푣푘∥ ≤ 2휇(∥푣푘∥ − ∥푣푘+1∥).
From this we obtain
∥푥푘+푝 − 푥푘∥ ≤
푘+푝−1∑
푗=푘
∥푥푗+1 − 푥푗∥ ≤ 2휇
푘+푝−1∑
푗=푘
(∥푣푗∥ − ∥푣푗+1∥)
= 2휇(∥푣푘∥ − ∥푣푘+푝∥) ≤ 2휇(∥푣푘∥ − 휈).
Therefore there exists the limit lim푘→∞ 푥푘 = 푥휔. Putting 푘 = 0 and passing
to the limit as 푝 goes to inﬁnity, we get (11). From (11) and the inequality
휌(푥0) = 푑(푣˜, 퐹 (푥0)) ≤ ∥푣˜ − 푣ˆ∥+ 퐿퐹∥푥ˆ− 푥0∥
we obtain
∥푥ˆ− 푥휔∥ ≤ ∥푥ˆ− 푥0∥+ ∥푥0 − 푥휔∥
≤ ∥푥ˆ− 푥0∥+ 2휇(휌(푥0)− 휌(푥휔))
≤ (1 + 2휇퐿퐹 )∥푥ˆ− 푥0∥+ 2휇∥푣˜ − 푣ˆ∥ − 2휇휌(푥휔) < 휂. (13)
The lemma is proved.
The point 푥휔 (here 휔 stands for the least inﬁnite ordinal) constructed in
the proof of Lemma 3.4 may be not a solution to the inclusion 0 ∈ 퐹 (푥)− 푣˜.
In this case we apply the same procedure with 푥0 = 푥휔 and construct 푥2휔,
and so on. If 휌(푥푛휔) > 0, then from (11) we have
∥푥(푛+푝)휔 − 푥푛휔∥ ≤ 2휇(휌(푥푛휔)− 휌(푥(푛+푝)휔)).
Therefore the sequence 푥푛휔, 푛 = 0, 1, . . ., converges to a point 푥휔
2
. If we have
already constructed a point 푥훼, where 훼 is a countable ordinal, then using the
above procedure we can construct 푥훼+휔 and 푥휔훼, etc. More generally, let 퐴 be
a set of ordinals. If 푥훼1 ∈ cl{푥훼 ∣ 훼 ∈ 퐴}, 휌(푥훼1) = inf{휌(푥훼) ∣ 훼 ∈ 퐴} > 0,
and 푥훼1 ∈ 푥ˆ+ 휂퐵푛, then we can construct an element 푥훼1+1 deﬁned by
푥훼1+1 = 푥훼1 + 푡훼1푥¯훼1 , 푣훼1 ∈ 휋(0, 퐹 (푥훼1)− 푣˜), (14)
푥¯훼1 ∈ 퐷퐹−1(푣훼1 + 푣˜, 푥훼1)(−푣훼1) ∩ 휇∥푣훼1∥퐵푛, 푡훼1 > 0. (15)
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Thus we obtain a net (Moore-Smith sequence) {푥훼 ∣ 훼 < 휔1} generated by
the Newton method. Here 휔1 is the ﬁrst uncountable ordinal. If 휌(푥
훼) = 0
the process stops. To show that this net is correctly deﬁned we have to
prove the inclusion 푥훼 ∈ 푥ˆ + 휂퐵푛, whenever 푥˜ ∈ 푥ˆ + 휂4(1+휇+휇퐿)퐵푛, and
푣˜ ∈ 푣ˆ+ 휂
4(1+휇+휇퐿)
퐵푚. This can be done using transﬁnite induction. Let {푥훼}
be a net generated by Newton’s method. Assume that
∥푥˜− 푥훼∥ ≤ 2휇(휌(푥˜)− 휌(푥훼)), (16)
whenever 훼 < 훼′. If 훼′ is a successor, i.e. there exists 훼1 such that 훼′ = 훼1+1,
then by the induction hypothesis we have
∥푥˜− 푥훼1∥ ≤ 2휇(휌(푥˜)− 휌(푥훼1)),
and, as in the proof of Lemma 3.4, we obtain
∥푥훼1 − 푥훼′∥ ≤ 2휇(휌(푥훼1)− 휌(푥훼′)),
where 푥훼1+1 is deﬁned by (14) and (15). Adding the last two inequalities we
get
∥푥˜− 푥훼′∥ ≤ 2휇(휌(푥˜)− 휌(푥훼′)). (17)
Therefore (see (13)) we have
∥푥ˆ− 푥훼′∥ ≤ ∥푥ˆ− 푥0∥+ 2휇(휌(푥0)− 휌(푥훼′)) < 휂. (18)
If 훼′ is a limit ordinal, then 푥훼
′
= lim푗→∞ 푥훼푗 , 훼푗 < 훼′. Passing to the limit
in the inequality
∥푥˜− 푥훼푗∥ ≤ 2휇(휌(푥˜)− 휌(푥훼푗)),
we obtain (17) and, as a consequence, (18). Thus, the net generated by
Newton’s method is well-deﬁned. Deﬁne a partial order in the set of all
points generated by Newton’s method from the initial point 푥0 = 푥˜. We say
that 푥훼1 is less than 푥훼2 if 푥훼1 and 푥훼2 belong to the same net generated by
Newton’s method and 훼1 < 훼2. Obviously a net is a totally ordered subset.
By the Hausdorﬀ maximal principle in any partially ordered set, every totally
ordered subset is contained in a maximal totally ordered subset. Let {푥훼}훼∈퐴
be a maximal net generated by Newton’s method from the initial point 푥˜.
There exists a point 푥′ = 푥훼1 ∈ cl{푥훼} satisfying 휌(푥훼1) = inf{휌(푥훼) ∣ 훼 ∈
퐴}. If 휌(푥훼1) > 0, then since cl{푥훼}훼∈퐴 ⊂ 푥ˆ + 휂퐵푛, the point 푥훼1+1 deﬁned
by (14) and (15) is greater than {푥훼}훼∈퐴. This contradicts the maximality
of the net {푥훼}훼∈퐴. Thus 휌(푥′) = 0. This ends the proof.
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4. Newton’s method for set-valued maps: convergence analysis
Let 퐹 : 푅푛 ⇉ 푅푚 be a set-valued map with closed values. We shall
study the convergence of the following set-valued version of Newton’s method.
Given a point (푥푘, 푣푘) ∈ gph퐹 , we deﬁne the next iterate as
푥푘+1 = 푥푘 + 푡푘푥¯푘, 푣푘+1 ∈ 휋(0, 퐹 (푥푘+1)), (19)
where 푥¯푘 is a solution to the inclusion
− 푣푘 ∈ Λ(푥푘, 푣푘)(푥¯푘), (20)
and Λ(푥, 푣) : 푅푛 ⇉ 푅푚 is a positively homogeneous set-valued map satisfying
the inclusion Λ(푥, 푣)(푥¯) ⊂ 퐷퐹 (푥, 푣)(푥¯) for all (푥, 푣) ∈ gph퐹 and 푥¯. The
vector 푥¯푘 is chosen from the condition
푥¯푘 ∈ 휋(0,Λ(푥푘, 푣푘))−1(−푣푘)). (21)
If Λ(푥푘, 푣푘))−1(−푣푘) is convex, (21) uniquely deﬁnes 푥¯푘.
In the sequel this method is called Newton method, if 푡푘 = 1. If 푡푘 ∈]0, 1],
the method is called damped Newton method. For example, the step-length
푡푘 can be chosen from the condition
푑(0, 퐹 (푥푘 + 푡푘푥¯푘)) = min
푡∈[0,1]
푑(0, 퐹 (푥푘 + 푡푥¯푘)). (22)
Let 푥 ∕∈ 퐹−1(0), 푣 ∈ 휋(0, 퐹 (푥)), and 푥¯ ∈ (Λ(푥, 푣))−1(푣¯). Then there
exists 푝(푡) ∈ 푅푛 such that
푣 + 푡푣¯ + 푝(푡) ∈ 퐹 (푥+ 푡푥¯)
and
∥푝(푡)∥ = 푡휌(푥, 푣, 푥¯, 푣¯, 푡),
where
휌(푥, 푣, 푥¯, 푣¯, 푡) = 푡−1푑(푣 + 푡푣¯, 퐹 (푥+ 푡푥¯)). (23)
Note that if 퐹 is Lipschitzian, then
lim inf
푡↓0
휌(푥, 푣, 푥¯, 푣¯, 푡) = 0.
If 푣¯ = −푣, then we have
푑(0, 퐹 (푥+ 푡푥¯)) ≤ ∥(1− 푡)푣 + 푝(푡)∥ ≤ (1− 푡)∥푣∥+ 푡휌(푥, 푣, 푥¯,−푣, 푡). (24)
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The rate of convergence of Newton’s method depends on the properties of
function 휌.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that the following conditions are satisﬁed:
1. There exists 휇 > 0 such that for all 푥 ∈ 푅푛, 푣 ∈ 휋(0, 퐹 (푥)) and 푣¯ ∈ 푅푚
the set (Λ(푥, 푣))−1(푣¯) ∩ 휇∥푣¯∥퐵푛 is nonempty.
2. There exists a monotone increasing function 휔 : [0,+∞[→ [0,+∞[
such that lim훼↓0 휔(훼) = 0 and 휌(푥, 푣, 푥¯,−푣, 푡) ≤ ∥푣∥휔(푡∥푣∥) for all
푥 ∈ 푅푛 ∖ 퐹−1(0), 푣 ∈ 휋(0, 퐹 (푥)), and 푥¯ ∈ 휋(0, (Λ(푥, 푣))−1(−푣).
Then for any initial point 푥0 there exists a monotone non-decreasing se-
quence 푡푘 > 0, such that 푡푘 = 1 for large 푘, and the corresponding damped
Newton method/Newton method, starting at 푥0, converges to a point 푥0 +
2휇푑(0, 퐹 (푥0))퐵푛. If the gph퐹 is closed, then 푥
∞ ∈ 퐹−1(0) and the con-
vergence is R-superlinear. If 휔(훼) = 푂(훼), 훼 ↓ 0, then the convergence is
R-quadratic. If, in addition, 퐹 is locally Lipschitzian, then the convergence
is Q-quadratic.
Proof. From the ﬁrst condition of the theorem we see that the Newton
method is well-deﬁned. Suppose that the points (푥푗, 푣푗, 푥¯푗), 푗 = 0, 푘, are
already generated by the Newton method. To construct the point 푥푘+1, put
휌푘(푡) = 휌(푥푘, 푣푘, 푥¯푘,−푣푘, 푡).
Since 휌푘(푡) ≤ ∥푣푘∥휔(푡∥푣푘∥), we have lim푡↓0 휌푘(푡) = 0. There exists a vector
푝푘(푡) satisfying
(1− 푡)푣푘 + 푝푘(푡) ∈ 퐹 (푥푘 + 푡푥¯푘), ∥푝푘(푡)∥ ≤ 푡휌푘(푡),
(see (23) and (23)). Set 푡푘 = min{1, 휔−1(1/2)/∥푣푘∥} and 푥푘+1 = 푥푘 + 푡푘푥¯푘.
Observe that
푑(0, 퐹 (푥푘+1)) = ∥푣푘+1∥ ≤ ∥(1− 푡푘)푣푘 + 푝푘(푡푘)∥
≤ (1− 푡푘)∥푣푘∥+ 휌푘(푡푘) ≤ (1− 푡푘)∥푣푘∥+ 푡푘∥푣푘∥휔(푡푘∥푣푘∥)
= (1− 푡푘 + 푡푘휔(푡푘∥푣푘∥)∥푣푘∥.
If 푡푘 < 1, then we obtain
∥푣푘+1∥ ≤ (1− 푡푘/2)∥푣푘∥. (25)
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If 푡푘 = 1, then the inequality
∥푣푘+1∥ ≤ ∥푣푘∥휔(∥푣푘∥) < ∥푣푘∥/2 (26)
holds. From (25) we see that the sequence ∥푣푘∥ is monotone decreasing and
the sequence 푡푘 is monotone increasing, whenever 푡푘 < 1. Thus 푡푘 = 1 for
large 푘.
Since ∥푥¯푘∥ ≤ 휇∥푣푘∥, we have
∥푥푘+1 − 푥푘∥ = 푡푘∥푥¯푘∥ ≤ 휇푡푘∥푣푘∥ ≤ 2휇(∥푣푘∥ − ∥푣푘+1∥).
By induction we obtain
∥푥푘+푝 − 푥푘∥ ≤ 2휇(∥푣푘∥ − ∥푣푘+푝∥). (27)
This implies that there exists the limit 푥∞ = lim푘→∞ 푥푘. If the graph of 퐹
is closed, then the function 푥 → 푑(0, 퐹 (푥)) is lower semi-continuous and we
have
0 = lim
푘→∞
∥푣푘∥ = lim
푘→∞
푑(0, 퐹 (푥푘)) ≥ lim inf
푥′→푥∞
푑(0, 퐹 (푥′)) ≥ 푑(0, 퐹 (푥∞)).
Hence 0 ∈ 퐹 (푥∞). Passing to the limit, as 푝 goes to inﬁnity, in (27), we get
∥푥푘 − 푥∞∥ ≤ 2휇∥푣푘∥
and
∥푥0 − 푥∞∥ ≤ 2휇푑(0, 퐹 (푥0)).
From (26) we obtain
∥푥푘+1 − 푥∞∥ ≤ 2휇∥푣푘+1∥ ≤ 2휇∥푣푘∥휔(∥푣푘∥),
i.e. the convergence is 푅-superlinear. If 휔(훼) = 푂(훼), 훼 ↓ 0, then there
exists a constant 푀 > 0 such that
∥푥푘+1 − 푥∞∥ ≤ 2휇∥푣푘+1∥ ≤ 2휇푀∥푣푘∥2,
and the convergence is R-quadratic. Now assume that 퐹 is Lipschitzian with
the constant 퐿퐹 , then we have
∥푥푘+1 − 푥∞∥ ≤ 2휇푀∥푣푘∥2 = 2휇푀푑2(0, 퐹 (푥푘)) ≤ 2휇푀퐿2퐹∥푥푘 − 푥∞∥2.
Thus the convergence is Q-quadratic.
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Let 푓 : 푅푛 → 푅푛 be a continuous function. Deﬁne the map 퐹 (푥) =
{푓(푥)}. In this case the second condition of the theorem implies
∥푓(푥+ 푡푥¯)− 푓(푥) + 푡푓(푥)∥ = 표(푡), 푡 ↓ 0,
for all 푥¯ ∈ 휋(0, (Λ(푥, 푓(푥)))−1(−푓(푥)), i.e. the function 푓 is directionally
diﬀerentiable along Newton’s directions. This assumption is quite natural
(see Proposition 2 from [5]). For non-Lipschitzian functions, like 푓(푥) = 푥1/3
at 푥 = 0, this condition generally does not hold. Note that in the single-
valued case Theorem 4.1 is not contained in Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 from [11]
and does not generalize them.
5. Systems of nonlinear equations with geometric constraints
Let 푓 : 푅푛 × 푅푙 → 푅푚 be a continuously diﬀerentiable function. Its
derivative is supposed to be Lipschitzian with a constant 퐿∇푓 . Consider the
nonlinear equation
푓(푥, 푢) = 0. (28)
The problem is to ﬁnd a solution (푥, 푢) such that the variable 푢 satisﬁes the
geometric constraints
푢 ∈ 푈, (29)
where 푈 ⊂ 푅푙 is a closed convex set. Let 퐾 be the recessive cone of 푈 , i.e.
퐾 = {푢 ∈ 푅푙 ∣ 푢+ 푈 ⊂ 푈} (see [17]).
Figure 1: Trajectories of the Newton method (Example 1).
Consider, for example, functions 푔 : 푅푛 → 푅푚−푙 and ℎ : 푅푛 → 푅푙 and
the system of equations and inequalities (cf. [16])
푔(푥) = 0, ℎ(푥) ≤ 0.
It can be rewritten as (28) and (29) in the following way:
푔(푥) = 0, ℎ(푥) + 푢 = 0, 푢 ≥ 0.
In this case 푈 = 퐾 = {푢 ∈ 푅푙 ∣ 푢 ≥ 0}.
System (28) and (29) is equivalent to the inclusion 0 ∈ 퐹 (푥) = 푓(푥, 푈).
Let 푣 = 푓(푥, 푢) ∈ 휋(0, 퐹 (푥)). To apply the Newton method to this inclusion,
put
Λ(푥, 푢)(푣¯) = ∇푥푓(푥, 푢)푥¯+∇푢푓(푥, 푢)퐾.
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Let (푥ˆ, 푢ˆ) ∈ 푅푛 × 푈 be such that 푓(푥ˆ, 푢ˆ) = 0. Assume that
((∇푢푓(푥ˆ, 푢ˆ))푇 )−1퐾∗ ∩ ker∇푥푓(푥ˆ, 푢ˆ) = {0}.
Then from the Mordukhovich criterion (Theorem 2.1) we see that the set-
valued map 퐹 is metrically regular around (푥ˆ, 0). By Theorem 3.1 the New-
ton method is well deﬁned around (푥ˆ, 0) and
푑(0, (Λ(푥, 푢))−1(푣¯)) ≤ 퐿Λ∥푣¯∥, (30)
whenever (푥, 푢) ∈ (푥ˆ, 푢ˆ) + 휂퐵푛+푙 and 휂 > 0 is suﬃciently small. Let 푣 ∈
휋(0, 퐹 (푥)). There exist 푥¯ ∈ 푅푛 and 푤¯ ∈ 퐾 such that
−푣 = Λ(푥, 푢)(푥¯) = ∇푥푓(푥, 푢)푥¯+∇푢푓(푥, 푢)푤¯
and
(∥푥¯∥2 + ∥푤¯∥2) 12 ≤ 퐿Λ∥푣∥
Since 푢+ 푡푤¯ ∈ 푈 , 푡 > 0, we have
휌(푥, 푣, 푥¯,−푣, 푡) = 푡−1푑(푣 − 푡푣, 퐹 (푥+ 푡푥¯)) ≤ 푡−1∥푣 − 푡푣 − 푓(푥+ 푡푥¯, 푢+ 푡푤¯)∥
≤ 푡퐿∇푓 (∥푥¯∥2 + ∥푤¯∥2) ≤ 푡퐿∇푓 (퐿Λ∥푣∥)2.
Following the proof of Theorem 4.1 we see that the Newton method, starting
in a suﬃciently small neighbourhood of 푥ˆ, converges 푄-quadratically to the
set 퐹−1(0). As we can see from the following example, the neighbourhood,
where the method converges quadratically, is really small even in very simple
situations.
Example 1
Apply the Newton method to the system
푥21 + 푥
2
2 = 1 푥
2
1 − 푥2 ≤ 0.
Typical trajectories are shown in Fig. 1. At the initial stage the trajectories
zigzag. Such behaviour corresponds to linear convergence. Only near the set
퐹−1(0) we observe quadratic convergence. Damped Newton methods exhibit
fast convergence in a wider area. We illustrate this in the next section where
a system of linear inequalities is considered and this phenomenon is especially
evident.
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6. Systems of linear inequalities
Consider a system of linear inequalities
⟨푎푖, 푥⟩ − 푏푖 ≤ 0, 푖 = 1,푚, (31)
where 푎푖 ∈ 푅푛 and 푏푖 ∈ 푅, 푖 = 1,푚. It is assumed that ∥푎푖∥ = 1, 푖 = 1,푚.
Deﬁne the set-valued map
퐹 (푥) = {푣 ∈ 푅 ∣ ⟨푎푖, 푥⟩ − 푏푖 ≤ 푣, 푖 = 1,푚}.
System (31) and the inclusion
0 ∈ 퐹 (푥) (32)
are equivalent. Assume that the following hypotheses are satisﬁed:
(H1) For any subset of indices 1 ≤ 푖1 ≤ . . . ≤ 푖푛 ≤ 푚 the vectors 푎푖푗 ∈ 푅푛,
푗 = 1, 푛, are linearly independent.
(H2) For any subset of indices 1 ≤ 푖1 ≤ . . . ≤ 푖푛+1 ≤ 푚 the vectors
(푎푖푗 ,−1) ∈ 푅푛+1, 푗 = 1, 푛+ 1, are linearly independent.
(H3) For any subset of indices 1 ≤ 푖1 ≤ . . . ≤ 푖푛+1 ≤ 푚 the set {푥 ∈ 푅푛 ∣
⟨푎푖푗 , 푥⟩ = 푏푖푗 , 푗 = 1, 푛+ 1} is empty.
(H4) For any subset of indices 1 ≤ 푖1 ≤ . . . ≤ 푖푛+2 ≤ 푚 the set {(푥, 푣) ∈
푅푛+1 ∣ ⟨푎푖푗 , 푥⟩ − 푣 = 푏푖푗 , 푗 = 1, 푛+ 2} is empty.
Figure 2: Newton’s method for a system of linear inequalities (Example 2).
Figure 3: Damped Newton’s method for a system of linear inequalities, I.
Figure 4: Damped Newton’s method for a system of linear inequalities, II.
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Figure 5: Damped Newton’s method for a system of linear inequalities, III.
An arbitrary system of inequalities can be transformed to a system sat-
isfying (H1) - (H4) by a small perturbation of the data. Let 푥 ∈ 푅푛. Put
푣(푥) = max
푖=1,푚
(⟨푎푖, 푥⟩ − 푏푖)
and
퐼(푥) = {푖 ∣ 푣(푥) = ⟨푎푖, 푥⟩ − 푏푖}.
By ∣퐼(푥)∣ we denote the cardinality of the set 퐼(푥). Note that the hypotheses
(H2) and (H4) imply that ∣퐼(푥)∣ ≤ 푛 + 1 and that the number of points 푥
satisfying ∣퐼(푥)∣ = 푛+ 1 is ﬁnite.
Lemma 6.1. Let 푥 ∈ 푅푛 be such that 푣(푥) > 0 and let 퐼(푥) = {푖1, . . . , 푖푛+1}.
Then either there exists 푙 = 1, 푛+ 1 such that the solution 푥¯ of the system
⟨푎푖푗 , 푥¯⟩ = 1, 푗 ∕= 푙, satisﬁes the inequality ⟨푎푖푙 , 푥¯⟩ > 0, or system (31) has no
solution.
Proof. Assume that for any 푙 = 1, 푛+ 1 the solution 푥¯(푙) to the system
⟨푎푖푗 , 푥¯⟩ = 1, 푗 ∕= 푙 (by hypothesis (H1) 푥¯(푙) exists and is unique) satisﬁes
the inequality
⟨푎푖푙 , 푥¯(푙)⟩ ≤ 0. (33)
Show that system (31) has no solution. Set 푦(푙) = 푥− 푣(푥)푥¯(푙). From (33) we
have ⟨푎푖푙 , 푥− 푦¯(푙)⟩ ≤ 0. From this we obtain
0 < 푣(푥) = ⟨푎푖푙 , 푥⟩ − 푏푖푙 ≤ ⟨푎푖푙 , 푦(푙)⟩ − 푏푖푙 , (34)
for any 푙 = 1, 푛+ 1. Show that if the set 푌 = {푦 ∣ ⟨푎푖푗 , 푦⟩ ≤ 푏푖푗 , 푗 = 1, 푛+ 1}
is non-empty, then it contains at least one point 푦(푙). Let 푦 ∈ 푌 . Since
푥 ∕∈ 푌 , we see that there exists a non-empty set 퐼0 ⊂ 퐼(푥) and a point
푦0 ∈ 푌 belonging to the segment connecting the points 푦 and 푥, such that
⟨푎푖푗 , 푦0⟩ = 푏푖푗 , 푖푗 ∈ 퐼0. If ∣퐼0∣ = 푛, then 푦0 coincides with one of the points 푦(푙),
푙 = 1, 푛+ 1. Otherwise consider a non-zero vector 푧 ∈ {푧 ∣ ⟨푎푖푗 , 푧⟩ = 0, 푖푗 ∈
퐼0}. If for all 푡 ∈ 푅 the inequalities ⟨푎푖푗 , 푦0+ 푡푧⟩ < 0, 푖푗 ∈ 퐼(푥)∖ 퐼0 hold, then
⟨푎푖푗 , 푧⟩ = 0, 푗 = 1, 푛+ 1. By hypothesis (H1) we have 푧 = 0, a contradiction.
Therefore there exists a set 퐼1 ⊃ 퐼0, ∣퐼1∣ > ∣퐼0∣, and a number 푡0 such that
the point 푦1 = 푦0 + 푡0푧 ∈ 푌 satisﬁes the equalities ⟨푎푖푗 , 푦1⟩ = 푏푖푗 , 푖푗 ∈ 퐼1.
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By induction we construct a set of indices 퐼푠, ∣퐼푠∣ ≥ 푛 and a point 푦푠 ∈ 푌
satisfying the equalities ⟨푎푖푗 , 푦푠⟩ = 푏푖푗 , 푖푗 ∈ 퐼푠. By hypothesis (H3) ∣퐼푠∣ = 푛.
Thus 푦푠 coincides with one of the vectors 푦
(푙), 푙 = 1, 푛+ 1, and 푦(푙) ∈ 푌 .
On the other hand, from (34) we have ⟨푎푖푙 , 푦(푙)⟩ > 푏푖푙 , a contradiction. The
lemma is proved.
Let 푥 ∈ 푅푛 be such that 푣(푥) > 0. If ∣퐼(푥)∣ ≤ 푛, then we set 퐽(푥) = 퐼(푥).
If ∣퐼(푥)∣ = 푛+1, then by Lemma 6.1 either there exists 푙 such that ⟨푎푖푙 , 푥¯⟩ > 0,
where 푥¯ is a unique solution of the system ⟨푎푖푗 , 푥¯⟩ = 1, 푗 ∕= 푙, or the set of
solutions of system (31) is empty. Put 퐽(푥) = 퐼(푥) ∖ {푖푙}. We set
Λ(푥, 푣(푥))(푥¯) = {푣¯ ∣ ⟨푎푖, 푥¯⟩ = 푣¯, 푖 ∈ 퐽(푥)}.
It is easy to see that the set Λ(푥, 푣)(푥¯) is contained in 퐷퐹 (푥, 푣)(푥¯).
Example 2
The Newton method (19) and (21) applied to inclusion (32) usually gen-
erates an iterative process with a linear rate of convergence. Consider the
system of two inequalities 푥2 ≥ 3푥1 and 푥2 ≥ −3푥1. The trajectory starting
at (−1,−10) is shown in Fig. 2.
Now we describe a damped Newton method (19) and (21) solving (32) in
a ﬁnite number of iterations. Let 푣(푥푘) > 0. Put
푡푘 = min{1,min{푡푖(푥푘, 푥¯푘) ∣ 푖 ∕∈ 퐼(푥푘), 푣(푥푘) + ⟨푎푖, 푥¯푘⟩ > 0}}, (35)
where
푡푖(푥
푘, 푥¯푘) =
푣(푥푘)− ⟨푎푖, 푥푘⟩+ 푏푖
푣(푥푘) + ⟨푎푖, 푥¯푘⟩ .
It is easy to see that 푡푘 > 0.
Theorem 6.2. Under hypothesis (H1) - (H4) damped Newton method (19),
(21), and (35) solves system (31) in a ﬁnite number of iterations.
Proof. If the number of elements in the set 퐼(푥푘) does not exceed 푛, then
from (21) we obtain
푥¯푘 = −퐴푇푘 (퐴푘퐴푇푘 )−1푣(푥푘)푒퐼(푥푘),
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where 푒퐼(푥푘) = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ 푅퐼(푥푘) and the 퐼(푥푘)× 푛-matrix 퐴푘 has the rows
푎푖, 푖 ∈ 퐼(푥푘). If 푡푘 = 1, then we have
⟨푎푗, 푥푘 + 푡푥¯푘⟩ − 푏푗 < ⟨푎푖, 푥푘 + 푡푥¯푘⟩ − 푏푖
= 푣(푥푘)(1− 푡), 푖 ∈ 퐼(푥푘), 푗 ∕∈ 퐼(푥푘), 푡 ∈ [0, 1[.
Therefore ⟨푎푖, 푥푘 + 푥¯푘⟩ − 푏푖 ≤ 0, 푖 = 1,푚. If 푡푘 < 1, then the number of
elements in the set 퐼(푥푘+1) is greater than in the set 퐼(푥푘). Thus, either
after at most 푛 iterations the method solves the system of inequalities, or it
arrives at a point 푥푘 such that the set 퐼(푥푘) contains 푛+1 elements (see Figs.
3 and 4). If the set 퐽(푥푘) from the deﬁnition of Λ does not exist, then the set
of solutions of system (31) is empty (see Fig.5). Otherwise we can construct
the next iterate 푥푘+1 (see Fig. 4). Show that 푣(푥푘+1) < 푣(푥푘). Indeed, if
퐼(푥푘) = {푖1, . . . , 푖푛+1} and 푖푙 ∕∈ 퐽(푥푘), then we have ⟨푎푖푗 , 푥¯푘⟩ = −푣(푥푘), 푗 ∕= 푙
and ⟨푎푖푙 , 푥¯푘⟩ < 0. Therefore we get
푣(푥푘+1) = max{(1− 푡푘)푣(푥푘), 푣(푥푘) + 푡푘⟨푎푖푙 , 푥¯푘⟩}.
Thus 푣(푥푘+1) < 푣(푥푘). Set 푣ˆ = min{푣(푥) ∣ ∣퐼(푥)∣ = 푛 + 1}. After a ﬁnite
number of iterations the algorithm arrives at a point 푥푘 satisfying 푣(푥푘) < 푣ˆ.
After that it needs at most 푛 iterations to solve system (31).
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